
Customizable Video Collections 

We offer three packages each suited for different size and 
types of weddings and the ability to customize all of them. 
In addition there are extra options for those who wish more 
comprehensive coverage and services and extra hours. It is 
simple and easy to customize your package to suit just your 
unique wedding. All prices are included, no surprises!  Our 
clients tell us they are delighted at how honest, transparent, 
informative, and helpful we are. We never sell, we help! 

Pricing  

Contact us for current pricing and estimates for hours 
needed for your day.  

We accept both checks and all major credit cards.  

Two Payment Plans 

We know how expensive wedding are so we offer two 
payment plans. One, pay half to book, pay the remainder on 
the day of your wedding.  Or pay in thirds, first third to 
book, second 90 days before your wedding, final payment 
on the wedding day.  

What Is Your Typical Process For Working 
With A New Customer? 

We  have a very simple system. Three value packages with 
the ability to customize everything. A helpful zero pressure 
chat, a meeting at the studio if wished, or a video call. 
Sample videos provided to match your wishes. Easy!! 

Three Choice in Video 
Collections 



Intimate Video Collection 

Includes 6 hours of coverage, a 28-32 minute Feature Film 
with time-shifted segments of your day, with music 
underlays, filmed with 3 multiple cameras, filmed by myself 
and my assistant.  

Signature Video Collection 

Includes 8 hours of coverage, a 28-32 minute Feature Film 
with time-shifted segments of your day, with music 
underlays, filmed with 3 multiple cameras, shot by myself 
the master cinematographer and my second videographer. 
In addition you receive a Highlight Trailer 4-6 minutes and a 
Complete Ceremony Film.   

Signature Plus Video Collection 

Includes 9 hours of coverage, a 28-32 minute Feature Film 
with time-shifted segments of your day, with music 
underlays, filmed with 4 multiple cameras, and shot by 
myself the master cinematographer and my second 
videographer.Drone videography as scene setters, if site and 
regulations allow, (see below). In addition to your Film, you 
get a Highlight Trailer a Full Clean Edit (described below) 

 What Are Your Extra Services And 
Products?  

• Engagement Film Add-On  Serves as a lovely "Save 
the Date" gift for parents, family, and guests. A 
romantic and beautiful addition to your Feature Film, 
and a wonderful way to learn how to shoot your 
wedding to make you look amazing.  

• Full Clean Edit Add-On  This additional product to 
your featured film is for clients who want a 
documentary record of their entire ceremony, 



announcements, full parent and first dances, toasts, 
special events.  Simple one or two camera angle 
transitions. It includes your film. It is a documentary 
record and many clients love having it for the years 
down the road as family history. (It is included in the 
Signature Plus Package) 

• Drone Videography Add-On Aerial videography can 
be a lovely addition to your wedding video. Local 
regulations, venue, and permits must allow. (Venue 
permit cost is client's expense) New federal regulations 
never allow drones above or near people and not over 
private property without permission. This is necessary 
for safety of your guests and the venue.   

• Raw Footage Add‐On (includes mini Hard Drive) is for 
clients who crave to see enjoy everything that 
happened on their day from every angle. It includes all 
our video clips from the wedding, unedited, along with 
master audio. A core group of our clients simply love 
having this. They can take the clips and create their 
own version of my Feature Film and have fun with their 
day!  

  

	  


